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task boards
Accept column, 158
To Do column, 158
Done column, 158
example, 158–159
versus kanban board, 159
versus product roadmap, 158
In Progress column, 158
risk management, 273
using, 158–159, 249
task progress, reporting on, 167. See also progress
tasks
creating for sprint backlog, 147–149
duration, 144
identifying, 102
in product roadmap, 120
task-switching, result of, 235–236
TDD (test-driven development), 258
team agreement, creating, 104
team coordination, enabling, 152
team dynamics, 235–236. See also dedicated teams
Agile Principles, 227–228
cross-functional teams, 237–238
historical versus agile, 229
in self-management, 232
self-managing, 229–233
self-organizing, 229–233
team members
agile champion, 284
agile mentor, 284–285
characteristics, 89
choosing, 282–285
development team, 282–283
project owner, 283–284
project stakeholders, 285
Roadmap to Value, 286
scrum master, 283
turnover, 326
team morale, raising, 310–311
team performance, improving, 53–55
team philosophy
changing, 100–105
cross-functionality, 100–101
mature behavior, 105
self-management, 103–104
self-organization, 102–103
size-limited teams, 104–105
team structures, customizing, 312
teams. See also scrum teams
in agile, 112
dislocated, 241–243
selecting, 302
self-organizing, 28
size-limited, 104–105
teamwork, 28. See also development teams;
project teams
Platinum Principle, 38
practices, 33
principles of, 32–34
strategies, 34
sustainable development, 33
technical documentation, 180
test-driven development (TDD), 258
testing. See also automated testing
defined, 2
preparing for, 53
within sprints, 254–256
time, considering in self-management, 231
time frames, determining high-level, 126
time management
agile artifacts for, 219
Agile Principles, 207
benefit, 208
determining project length, 210
historical versus agile, 208
product backlog, 219
product roadmap, 219
release plan, 219
sprint backlog, 219
strategic schedules, 209
tactical schedules, 209
using multiple scrum teams, 216–218
velocity, 209–210
Index
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time to market, 319–320
time zones, considering, 242
Toyota, origin of, 67
training, lack of, 300
training in agile methods, 294
transition support, lack of, 301
Twelve Agile Principles. See also 12 Agile Principles, The
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unit testing, performing, 163, 263
units of work, representing, 83
user acceptance testing, 263
user documentation, 180
user stories. See also product requirements; story point
benefit, 129
creating, 129–132
customers, 130–131
decomposing into tasks, 147–148
defined, 210
ensuring quality in, 135
estimating, 134–136
example, 128–129
gathering and managing, 129
INVEST approach, 135
parts of, 128
personas, 131
product requirements, 131–132
project stakeholders, 130
relating to shippable functionality, 161
role in quality management, 259
using index cards, 128, 132
using low-tech tools, 128
validation steps, 128
verification, 164
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values. See also Roadmap to Value
commitment, 96–97
courage, 99–100
establishing, 95–100
focus, 97–98
openness, 98
respect, 98–99
velocity
adjusting, 210–215
benefits, 210
calculating, 211
consistency, 214–215
defined, 313
determining long-range costs, 224–226
estimating project timelines, 211–213
guidelines, 212
increasing, 213–214
measuring, 209
monitoring, 210–215
role in time management, 209–210
as trending tool, 211
using, 212–213
variations, 213
vendors
avoiding low-balling, 201
defining product scope, 201
selecting, 198–199
working with, 204–205
verifying
automated testing, 163
peer review, 163–164
product owner review, 164
videoconferencing, 85, 242
vision in Roadmap to Value, 190
vision statement. See also product vision
drafting, 115–117
finalizing, 118
revising, 117–118
validating, 117–118
visualizing versus writing, 38–39
von Moltke, Helmuth, 109
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Wake, Bill, 135
waterfall
versus agile project, 15–16
coining, 10
defined, 1
waterfall approach
versus agile methodologies, 56
iterations, 66
origins, 64–65
shortfalls of, 48
waterfall projects
cost of failure, 269–270
failure detection, 55–56
linear methodology, 45
testing phase, 45
webcams, 85
websites. See also agile resources
burndown chart, 156
CSD (Certified Scrum Developer), 75
CSM (Certified Scrum Master), 75
CSPO (Certified Scrum Project Owner), 75
customer dissatisfaction, 30
documentation form, 25
estimation poker cards, 135
marshmallow challenge, 44
PMI-ACP (Agile Certified Practitioner), 75
project management table, 36
sprint backlog template, 156
XP123.com, 135
What Is Extreme Programming?, 330
white board
categories on, 122
requirements on white board, 122
using, 83–84
Womack, James P., 68
work speed. See velocity
working software, delivering, 28. See also
software projects
Wujec, Tom, 44
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XP (extreme programming)
focus of, 69
versus lean approach, 75
practices, 70–71
principles, 70
roles, 69
versus scrum, 75
XP practices
coding standards, 71
collective code ownership, 71
continuous integration, 71
design improvement, 71
pair programming, 71
planning game, 71
refactoring, 71
simple design, 71
small releases, 71
sustainable pace, 71
system metaphor, 71
TTD (test-driven development), 71
whole team, 71
XP123.com, 135